What is XSite Fuel?
XSite Fuel Manager is an easy to use web based software that reconciles
your fuel sales to wet stock inventory levels, calculates your shift and
cash totals, and produces fuel and sales reports. Reports can be
accessed through any computer, tablet, or smartphone with a connection
to the Internet, which greatly reduces the time required to reconcile total
fuel sales. XSite Fuel retrieves tank levels automatically from your tank
gauge, or accepts levels from a dip, and produces an automatic daily
inventory gasoline record for tracking and monitoring.
XSite Daily Reconciliations

Automatically
generated
reports

XSite Fuel Manager:
Allows easy configuration
and set up for any Gas
Station or Convenience
Store location
Calculates period ending
inventory losses/gains by
tracking sales, deliveries and
tank dips.
Retrieves fuel sales and shift
financial totals from the POS.
Allows customizable date
range for reports and sales
summaries
Provides detailed sales
history to allow for more
accurate ordering and
prevent low fuel levels

POS and Tank Gauge Integration
Automatically retrieve pump reads, category
sales and payment methods from POS. This
reduces time and eliminated errors.
Grade Summary

Extended Fuel Flow Report

Easily
change
unit of
measurement
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Management Reporting
Extensive reporting capabilities
including reconciliation,
fuel margins, delivery, invoice
and bank deposit summaries. Date
selections allow for time period
comparisons of information.

Fuel Inventory Management
Allows unlimited number of user
defined tanks, and tracks an
unlimited number of individual fuel
deliveries. Calculates period ending
inventory loss/gains by tracking
sales, deliveries and tank dips.

Financial Summary

Tank Status

Margin Calculation
Based on fuel deliveries the
system will provide gross profit
dollars and profit margin
percentage for each grade of fuel
and each product
that is being sold.

Report Export
All reports in the system are
available for export to excel or
csv for analysis or for import to
account systems.
Fuel Flow Report

Easy to export

Daily Control Report
Customizable
date range
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